2008 volkswagen touareg 2

No small feat for a vehicle that has set records â€” from the highest volcanic peaks in Chile to
the dunes of the legendary Dakar Rally. The Touareg 2 is a masterpiece of German engineering
for adventure lovers seeking the most capable on- or off-road vehicle built with the driving
dynamics and value only Volkswagen can deliver. On sale in North America in June, , the
Touareg 2 builds upon the legacy of the original Touareg. Now the next generation Touareg 2
promises to offer the premium SUV buyer even more power, safety, comfort, and versatile on- or
off-road ability. Most importantly, the Touareg 2 is an off-road vehicle with the comfort of a
luxury sedan and the dynamic driving characteristics of a sports car. This positioning also is
reflected in the new design that radiates contemporary elegance and self-assured dynamics. A
completely redesigned front end demonstrates the extent of the changes on Touareg 2. A
redesigned front bumper, new side mirrors with improved airflow, and sleek, new organically
shaped headlamp housings with polycarbonate lens covers further distinguish the Touareg 2
from its predecessor. The changes continue to the rear of the vehicle, where a new roof edge
spoiler sharpens the look, improves aerodynamics, and aids fuel efficiency. Below the rear
bumper, but not forgotten, the exhaust system tailpipes also have been massaged for a fresh
new look. Completing the new look is an upgraded color palate designed to work exceptionally
well with the revised styling and accents of the Touareg 2. Alaska Gray, Cranberry, Galapagos
and White Gold will provide an excellent backdrop for the all new alloy wheel program. The new
Touareg 2 improves on its class-leading interior design. The high-quality materials, beautiful
textures and rich luxurious colors are combined with exacting tolerances and superb fit and
finish. While pleasing and modern to the eye, the interior also follows the traditional
Volkswagen design philosophy that form must always follow function. The new instrument
cluster with a larger color enhanced display screen provides a wealth of information and
customization for the true driver. Further improvements add to the intuitive operation of the
Touareg 2. Featuring 10 speakers six three-way speakers in each door, four two-way speakers
in the rear , a channel amplifier and watts of total power output, this phenomenal stereo system
has been specifically designed for the acoustic qualities of the Touareg 2 interior. A major
improvement for the new Touareg 2 comes from the use of the FSI fuel management system
that produces more horsepower and torque for better performance while delivering more
efficiency. The 3. The ability to properly use the new power and performance also has been
improved with innovative new functions added to the Electronic Stabilization Program.
Specifically, these functions now include a Hydraulic Braking Assistant preventive to creating
brake pressure buildup in response to a sudden release of the gas pedal , Active Rollover
Protection ARP to improve rollover stability, ESP dry braking function, Fading Brake Support
supplemental pressure boost optimizes strong follow-up brake activations and Understeer
Control Logic that improves vehicle behavior when understeering into corners. The ESP
dry-braking function optimizes active safety in wet conditions. The brake linings are repeatedly
engaged lightly by the brake pads at specific intervals. This system can reduce the braking
distance of the Touareg 2 on loose surfaces by up to 20 percent. Examples: Gravel or sand.
Thanks to the innovative anti-slip control of ABSPlus, the Touareg 2 repeatedly pushes pieces
of road surface material inside from the wheels that are allowed to lock briefly. This produces a
type of braking wedge resulting in significantly boosted braking force without negative effects
on steering, and allows braking distances to be reduced. In addition to the multitude of styling,
technology and safety enhancements made to the Touareg 2, a simplified options package
program has reduced the build combinations from 1, for the model year to combinations for the
new Touareg 2. Upgraded amenities are grouped into logical packages designed to appeal to
the premium SUV buyer. When added to the vast array of standard features present on the
Touareg 2, the new option packages will allow a vehicle to be equipped to suit a variety of
consumer preferences. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Volkswagen Touareg.
Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. In the
automotive world, if a vehicle can't adapt to a changing market, it dies. That threat looms over
SUVs and is a fate the Touareg wants to avoid. Enter the Touareg 2. Volkswagen 's revisions to
the fifth-year model aren't all apparent to the eye, and most fall under one heading-refinement.
The Touareg 2 that "2" only shows up in VW materials, not in chrome badging has reshaped
headlights, grille, and bumper, new, larger side mirrors, and updated taillights and exhaust tips.
Careful revisions also were made in the cabin: There's a new instrument panel, way-adjustable
driver's seat, and new stereo interface with LCD screen, plus options like keyless access and
four-zone climate control. Mechanical updates were made months before the Touareg 2 went on
sale. Volkswagen integrated direct injection FSI into the model's engine lineup, improving fuel
economy while increasing power. Midyear, a horse FSI 3. The torque-happy pound-feet! V
twin-turbo diesel is back, but TDI models are legal in only 43 states. However, those seven
lonely states can rejoice: By the middle of the model year, the V TDI will be replaced with a

state-legal 3. Front and rear suspension systems are essentially the same, as are the four-wheel
discs. ESP now adds active rollover protection, ESP dry-braking removes water from brake
pads, for shorter stops on wet surfaces , and ABSPlus, for better braking on loose surfaces like
gravel or sand. We drove the Touareg 2 on twisting roads and wide-open highways, and
off-road, where terrain varied from soft dirt to off-camber slick rock. Our topline tester was
equipped with the 4. The new V-8 is smoother and more refined, with more pep off the line. It
has a subtle growl when passing slow movers on the road, but the transmission lags before
downshifts at freeway speeds. The ride is compliant yet provides plenty of road feel, and the
fairly responsive steering feels artificial at low speed. The cabin is noticeably quieter,
suggesting a healthy dose of sound-deadening material added throughout. That, plus the firm
yet comfortable resculpted seats and restyled layout, makes the interior more luxurious than
before. Their loss. Yet the updates to this highly capable model, along with the added fuel
efficiency of FSI and an upcoming affordable diesel, could be enough to keep this Volkswagen
from going the way of the passenger pigeon. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Allyson Harwood writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. I purchased my Touareg used
with just 50K miles. I was so impressed by the style, handling and features. I am short, 5' and I
can see out of this SUV perfectly. I can get in and out and the seat adjusts wonderfully. It has
nice appointments like a sun roof, leather seats, and rear heat and air. All of these bells and
whistles; however, are costly to maintain and fix. Let's start with the smaller issues. The
headlights frequently go out. As soon as I bought the car, it had to have a complete break job.
Some more major issues have included the radiator caps breaking and causing leaks and the
transmission fluid lines breaking. The most major repair was the Drivetrain which went out at
65K. Overall I love Volkswagens, and I love this car. My suggestion would be to buy with a
warranty. My Touareg 2 was in excellent condition, well maintained and well within a reasonable
amount of miles. Minimum wear and tear. On July 3, at just over k the drive shaft broke down!!
At miles over k, the car crapped on me. I bought the vehicle used with under 40k miles and in
certified pre owned condition Since then, I have had nothing but headaches and nightmares
with what should be considered minor routine maintenance at the VW dealerships. Horn, Side
view mirror, wipers, tire pressure sensors, airbag sensors, brakes, tires, headlight bulbs. You
will not find a reliable VW dealership capable of servicing these basic needs. And if you do,
prepare to spend and arm and a leg and tremendous amounts of time waiting! I have filed
several claims with VW America who by the way in my opinion does a poor job standing behind
their product. Remember now, the drivetrain warranty expired at k miles! A really hard and
expensive reality to face. What to do? What places the mind goes when coincidence's like these
occur unexpectedly. On top of no sense of urgency from the people who manufacture the
product. Looking back on my experiences, I would advise anyone considering this vehicle to
purchase as close to new as possible, if not, purchase the extended warranty. Other than that,
find a German car specialist who has experience with these type of vehicles. I regret getting rid
of my Touareg in many ways however, the quality of the vehicle is undermined by both the
dealerships inability to service and the manufacturer! I have driven my Toureg for 39 months
and 39K miles. The only reliability issue I have had has been the tailgate lift. After 36 months,
the dealership finally showed me how to reset it myself. This made my "affordable" lease
payment not so affordable. I wasn't really expecting to put any maintenance costs into it for the
first three years. I have loved driving this car. The base T2 is very nicely loaded, but I am happy
to turn it in before anything else wears out. I will be switching to something with lower
maintenance costs. Purchased the vehicle with 80, miles on the odometer. Drove off the lot and
the next morning discovered a problem. After the car sits for an hour or more when you starting
and put it into into gear the car rough idles and jerks. I took the car back to the local VW dealer
where I bought it. The first repair attempt took 3 weeks because the dealer had now idea what
the cause of the problem was. They called the VW corporate tech support who told them to
replace some part. The car is back in the shop 1 week now. They still have no idea. I drove an
Audi TT prior to purchasing my Touareg, but once I decided to start a family I knew it was time
to say good-bye. Coming from such a fun, sporty car, not just any replacement would do. I
wanted something attractive with great handling and good acceleration. My Touareg has not
disappointed. Any time I need a little extra power, I just throw her into Sport and take off. Is she
as fast as my TT? No, but I don't expect that out of a SUV. The dropoff is not as significant as
what I experienced when I test drove the Audi Q7. I just take it in every 10K miles for scheduled
maintenance. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Touareg 2. View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Maintenance is rough No Coincidence!! Beware the total cost of ownership! Items
per page:. Write a review See all Touareg 2s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Touareg 2.
Sign Up. Last year's engine upgrades made the Touareg better than ever, and this year's refresh

improves it further. However, its many drawbacks make it tough to recommend the Volkswagen
Touareg 2 over more family-friendly crossovers that offer more features for the money. Slapping
a "2" on the end of a title is typically the signifier of a full-fledged sequel, but the Volkswagen
Touareg 2 is more like a re-edited director's cut DVD. Despite the name, VW's first SUV is by and
large the same solid vehicle that was sold last year, sporting revised styling and some
additional features like standard parking assist and a power liftgate. That's basically the
equivalent to new DVD packaging and a couple of director's commentaries. Although the
Touareg 2 is certainly not an all-new model, the good news is that Touareg "1" was still a pretty
solid sport-utility vehicle. Volkswagen took an old-school approach to SUV design when it
introduced the Touareg in , making sure that its first sport-utility would be as capable of
tackling the Dakar Rally as it would be tackling a family trip to Rally's. Like most newer SUVs, it
is a car-based crossover which shares its platform with Porsche's Cayenne that handles well
on-road and features a comfortable, composed ride. The Touareg is set apart, though, by its
elevated ground clearance, serious four-wheel-drive system and adjustable air suspension that
make it equal to strong off-roaders like the Land Rover LR3. If traveling off the beaten path is a
frequent venture, test-driving the Touareg is a must. Most Americans keep their SUVs on the
beaten path, however, utilizing them to haul around children and stuff. For those utilitarian
duties, the Touareg 2 suffers against other luxury crossovers. Its second-row seat is on the
small side and there is no third-row option. Its cargo area is also smaller than those of some
compact crossovers. Meanwhile, all of that off-road hardware contributes to a hefty curb weight,
which translates into below-average fuel economy and the tendency to feel cumbersome. In
general, pricing for the Touareg 2 is certainly a concern. This model was one of the vehicles VW
originally intended to help push the brand's image into the luxury realm -- a mission that has
met with less-than-successful results. This is subsequently a true luxury SUV with a very nice
interior, highlighted by quality materials and an attractive design. Still, the Volkswagen Touareg
2 remains an attractive, well-built and luxurious crossover SUV that can tackle just about any
terrain its driver wants to embark upon. It could've been worse, though; it could've been called
the Touareg Reloaded. The VR6 comes standard with inch alloy wheels, automatic wipers, a
power liftgate, a sunroof, rear parking assist, a tilt-telescoping steering wheel, way driver and
eight-way passenger power front seats with heat, leatherette upholstery, dual-zone automatic
climate control and a speaker stereo with a CD player and satellite radio. The Touareg 2 V8 trim
level adds inch wheels, an adjustable air suspension, bi-xenon headlights, real wood trim,
leather upholstery, a way power passenger seat and driver memory functions. Most of its
upgrades are available on the VR6 as options. The V10 TDI uniquely adds front passenger
memory functions, power height-adjustable front seatbelts and a heated steering wheel.
Available on all trim levels is the Lux Plus Package that includes keyless ignition, four-zone
automatic climate control, heated rear seats and a premium audio system. Each Touareg 2 trim
level comes with a different engine, but all have a six-speed automatic transmission, four-wheel
drive and a low-range gear. The VR6 name refers to the narrow-angle 3. The V10 TDI is a 5.
Properly equipped, the Touareg 2 can tow 7, pounds. Every Volkswagen Touareg 2 comes with
antilock disc brakes with brake assist, stability control, hill descent and incline roll-back
control. Passive safety features include side airbags for front occupants and full-length
side-curtain airbags. In crash tests, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration gave the
Touareg a rating of five out of five stars for frontal and side impact protection. Even if you never
leave the pavement, the Volkswagen Touareg 2 should satisfy. The new V6 and V8 engines
provide plenty of oomph, which is certainly needed to overcome the vehicle's robust curb
weight. The V10 TDI might have been the range-topping choice back in , but its massive torque
is tempered by an approximate 3-ton curb weight -- nearly 1, pounds more than a base VR6
model -- along with a hefty price premium and less-than-stellar mileage. For all-around
performance, the V8 would be our choice, but for shoppers on a budget, the more fuel-efficient
V6 should be adequate. On the road, the Touareg's ride quality is smooth and stable. The SUV is
also surprisingly agile around corners when equipped with the air suspension. Taken off-road,
the Touareg amazes, negotiating steep passes and deep ruts normally reserved for
rough-and-tumble Land Rovers. For , new front seats feature revised side bolsters and there's a
new optional multifunction display that offers more detailed and visually interesting
information. Other than that, the Touareg 2 isn't much different inside from Touareg 1. The same
upscale, high-quality cabin remains. Most surfaces are soft-touch, and hard surfaces lower
dash, console, doors feel smooth and substantial. Build quality is excellent, too, while standard
and optional equipment make for a genuine luxury vehicle. Where the Touareg falters, though,
is regarding space -- both for passengers and cargo. While many other midsize SUVs offer a
third-row seat, the VW makes do with only a single rear row, which is fairly cramped. Cargo
capacity is 31 cubic feet with the rear seats up and 71 cubes when they're folded -- that's less

than a Honda CR-V. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Volkswagen Touareg 2. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and
they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep
the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Touareg 2 lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Pricey, hefty curb weight hampers fuel economy in V6 and V8 models, smaller
backseat than competitors, no available third-row seat, antiquated and unintuitive navigation
interface. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Despite what its sequel-like name suggests, the Touareg 2 is a midlife refresh
of Volkswagen's SUV. Restyled front and rear fascias, additional features and new option
packages highlight the changes. Read more. Write a review See all 36 reviews. Maintenance is
rough I purchased my Touareg used with just 50K miles. I was so impressed by the style,
handling and features. I am short, 5' and I can see out of this SUV perfectly. I can get in and out
and the seat adjusts wonderfully. It has nice appointments like a sun roof, leather seats, and
rear heat and air. All of these bells and whistles; however, are costly to maintain and fix. Let's
start with the smaller issues. The headlights frequently go out. As soon as I bought the car, it
had to have a complete break job. Some more major issues have included the radiator caps
breaking and causing leaks and the transmission fluid lines breaking. The most major repair
was the Drivetrain which went out at 65K. Overall I love Volkswagens, and I love this car. My
suggestion would be to buy with a warranty. Read less. My Touareg 2 was in excellent
condition, well maintained and well within a reasonable amount of miles. Minimum wear and
tear. On July 3, at just over k the drive shaft broke down!! At miles over k, the car crapped on
me. I bought the vehicle used with under 40k miles and in certified pre owned condition Since
then, I have had nothing but headaches and nightmares with what should be considered minor
routine maintenance at the VW dealerships. Horn, Side view mirror, wipers, tire pressure
sensors, airbag sensors, brakes, tires, headlight bulbs. You will not find a reliable VW
dealership capable of servicing these basic needs. And if you do, prepare to spend and arm and
a leg and tremendous amounts of time waiting! I have filed several claims with VW America who
by the way in my opinion does a poor job standing behind their product. Remember now, the
drivetrain warranty expired at k miles! A really hard and expensive reality to face. What to do?
What places the mind goes when coincidence's like these occur unexpectedly. On top of no
sense of urgency from the people who manufacture the product. Looking back on my
experiences, I would advise anyone considering this vehicle to purchase as close to new as
possible, if not, purchase the extended warranty. Other than that, find a German car specialist
who has experience with these type of vehicles. I regret getting rid of my Touareg in many ways
however, the quality of the vehicle is undermined by both the dealerships inability to service
and the manufacturer! Beware the total cost of ownership! I have driven my Toureg for 39
months and 39K miles. The only reliability issue I have had has been the tailgate lift. After 36
months, the dealership finally showed me how to reset it myself. This made my "affordable"
lease payment not so affordable. I wasn't really expecting to put any maintenance costs into it
for the first three years. I have loved driving this car. The base T2 is very nicely loaded, but I am
happy to turn it in before anything else wears out. I will be switching to something with lower
maintenance costs. Purchased the vehicle with 80, miles on the odometer. Drove off the lot and
the next morning discovered a problem. After the car sits for an hour or more when you starting
and put it into into gear the car rough idles and jerks. I took the car back to the local VW dealer
where I bought it. The first repair attempt took 3 weeks because the dealer had now idea what
the cause of the problem was. They called the VW corporate tech support who told them to
replace some part. The car is back in the shop 1 week now. They still have no idea. See all 36
reviews of the Used Volkswagen Touareg 2. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 4 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the
Touareg 2. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and

has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2006 saturn vue electrical problems
2003 chrysler voyager
amazon fuses
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

